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Abstract: This paper presents an analysis of hard real-time
systems with mixed (event-triggered and time-triggered)
tasks and messages in automotive system. In addition
gateway devices are deployed nowadays as heterogeneous
protocols are used to construct the in-vehicle networks. A
few approaches have been proposed for the schedulability
analysis of distributed real-time systems, taking into consideration both process and communication scheduling. In
this paper, we expect end-to-end response times considering a gateway device connected between heterogeneous
networks. In this paper we propose an approach to schedulability analysis for the synthesis of distributed automotive
systems including a gateway.
Keywords:

INTRODUCTION
Today, real-time distributed control systems are widely
used in robotics [1], avionics [2], and vehicles. Especially,
intelligent vehicles are increasingly coming under the control of microprocessors running specialized and distributed
software. By suffering from hard real-time constraints [3],
the software of automotive applications has become larger
and more complicated. Thus automotive industries try to
develop de facto standardized distributed platforms (e.g.
OSEK/VDX [4] or AUTOSAR [5]) in order to improve
reliability, reusability, inter-operability, and so on. There
are two basic approaches for handling tasks in real-time
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FIGURE 1. Automotive distributed systems are consisted of
several gateways and heterogenous clusters including several
nodes that each node have own application objects.

applications. In the event-triggered approach (ET), activities are initiated whenever a particular event is noted. In
the time-triggered (TT) approach, activities are initiated
at predetermined points in time. In fact, OSEK/VDX and
AUTOSAR are based both of ET and TT architecture. In
addition, in-vehicle networks (IVNs) are consisted of ET
and TT protocols as depicted in Figure 1. The gateway
interconnects between heterogenous clusters [6].
There has been a long discussion in the real-time systems
communities concerning the advantages of each approach
(ET and TT) [3], [7]. Several aspects have been considered
in favor of one or the other approach, such as flexibility, predictability, jitter control, processor utilization, testability,
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etc. The characteristic is reflected at the level of the communication infrastructure, where communication activities
can be triggered either dynamically, in response to an event,
as in the case of event-triggered based bus (e.g. CAN) [8],
or statically, at predetermined moments in time, as in the
case of time-division multiple access (TDMA) protocols
(e.g. FlexRay) [9].

have been proposed for the schedulability analysis of distributed real-time systems, taking into consideration both
process and communication scheduling. In [11] Tindell
provided a framework for the analysis of ET process sets
interconnected through an infrastructure based on either
the CAN protocol or a generic TDMA protocol. An interesting comparison of the ET and TT approaches, from a
more industrial, in particular automotive, perspective, can
be found in [13]. The conclusion there is that one has to
choose the right approach depending on the particularities
of the processes. This means not only that there is no single best approach to be used, but also that inside a certain
application the two approaches can be used together, some
tasks being TT and others ET.

Complex systems are designed as interconnected clusters of electronic control units (ECUs). Each such cluster
can be either TT or ET. In a time-triggered cluster (TTC),
processes and messages are scheduled according to a static
cyclic policy, with the bus implementing the FlexRay. On
an event-triggered cluster (ETC), the processes are scheduled according to a priority based preemptive approach,
while messages are transmitted using the priority-based
CAN protocol. Depending on their particular nature, certain parts of an application can be mapped on processors
belonging to an ETC or a TTC. In the mixed environment
(ET and TT) [10], analysis of end-to-end response time
[11], [12] is very important but hard to expect the exact
worst-case time. In particular, a gateway device is operated on the mixed environment when ETC and TTC are
connected with the gateway. Thus we model an application (tasks and messages) under the mixed environment
and analyze the end-to-end response time. In addition, the
automotive gateway devices are deployed nowadays as heterogeneous protocols are used to construct the in-vehicle
networks as depicted in Figure 1. The gateway is an hard
obstacle to analyzed the real-time property in the automotive systems. In this paper we propose an approach to
schedulability analysis for the synthesis of distributed automotive systems including a gateway. We expect end-to-end
response times considering a gateway device connected
between heterogeneous networks.

Our main target applications are automotive control
systems. These applications may be executed based on
OSEK OS [4], OSEKtime [14], AUTOSAR OS [15],
or other automotive operating systems. In addition CAN
and FlexRay communication protocols may be used to
exchange information between ECUs. In this section, we
make up models for tasks, messages and links for analysis.
First of all, we summarize analysis theories of end-to-end
response time for the tasks and messages including both of
event-triggered and time-triggered environment.

System Representation

Most of all automotive distributed systems include tasks,
communication handlers, and communication interfaces
as depicted in Figure 2. Tasks and messages may be ET
or TT tasks and these components may exist in one system together. In this paper, tasks and messages are used to
represent an application and objects and links are used to
represent the data flow for analysis of end-to-end response
time. We model an application A as a set of tasks (T )
and messages (M). T is a set of tasks ti and each task
requires a set of value objects to execute some operation
and share some information between others. Messages M
is set of messages mi which are represented by objects and
links. Value objects (O) imply values oi which may be data,
events, or resources. In this paper, we suppose that values
are used to exchange information between others because
we focus on distributed control system. Link L is the set of
links li . A link li = (om , on ) connects an object om (source)
to object on (sink). The links may connect between internal or external tasks or buses. End-to-end response latency
may be obtained by observing a path obtained by connected

The paper is organized in 5 sections. The next section
presents the application representation and analysis models. Section introduces a gateway system and proposes
an analysis models for analyzing end-to-end response time
that we are addressing in this paper. Section presents some
example to prove the proposed model by using automotive tasks and messages. Finally, we conclude this paper in
section .

SYSTEM REPRESENTATION AND
PREVIOUS WORK
Process scheduling and schedulability analysis have been
intensively studied for the past decades . A few approaches
2
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higher priority tasks on the same resource. Therefore riT
can be expected using the following equation [17]:
  rT 
i
riT = ci +
∀ti ∈ T
(1)
cj
t
j
j ∈hp(i)
Where j ∈ hp(i) refers to the set of higher priority tasks
rT

on the same resource. Note that the term  tij  indicates the
maximum number of preemptions from a higher priority
task j .
The worst case event-triggered message (e.g. messages
on CAN bus) execution time riM is expected similarly to
the worst case event-triggered task execution time because
CAN is operated with non-preemptable priority-based
media access scheme. All of messages must wait until the
bus is idle before it can be entered into arbitration. Therefore a message mi may have to wait for blocking time bi ,
which is maxj ∈ lp(i)cj where lp(j ) is the set of lower
priority messages that are allocated to the same bus as mi .
Likewise, the message itself is not subject to preemption
from higher priority messages during its own transmission
time cj . Therefore riM can be expected using the following
equation [18]:
  r M − ci 
i
∀mi ∈ M (2)
cj
riM = ci + bi +
mj
j ∈hp(i)

FIGURE 2. A node consists of tasks, communication handlers, and communication interfaces.

WCET for TT Environment

Time-triggered OS (e.g. OSEKtime or AUTOSAR OS)
is operated with preemption and priority-based scheduling policy as well as critical synchronized static tasks.
In the environment, the worst case time-triggered task
execution time riT for a task ti ∈ T depends on cycle
period (e.g. TDMA round) and jitter is a constant the
difference between worst case and best case task begin
time. In this case, WCET is occured when a task is activated immediately after the task has started. Therefore, riT
can be expected a constant value using the TDMA round
value (cycle time). Similarly time-triggered messages (e.g.
FlexRay) execution time are expected using TDMA round.
Thus time-triggered architecture provides highest predictable operation, although some jitter generates some
variation. The worst case time-triggered execution time
riT can be expected for tasks and messages both ignoring
jitters.

FIGURE 3. End-to-End Response Latency.

links from a source to a sink. Figure 3 shows the end-toend response time by using the described representations.
In this paper, we assume that all tasks and messages are
activated periodically for just simplicity, in fact, since the
most of real-time process tasks are executed periodically
[16].

WCET for ET Environment

Event-triggered OS (e.g. OSEK OS) is operated with
preemption and priority-based scheduling policy. In the
environment, the worst case event-triggered task execution
time (WCET) riT for a task ti ∈ T depends on the computation time ci for the task itself and the interference from

riT = T DMAround + SlotLength
riM = T DMAround + SlotLength
3

(3)
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the critical instant theorem, the interference of TT tasks on
an ET task’s busy period is given by [20]:



riT
T
λ(sj ) (6)
Ii (ri ) =
T DMAround
s ∈T DMA:ξ (s )∈T

FIGURE 4. ET and TT tasks on the mixed environment.

j

j

In messages under mixed environment, however, there is no
interference between FlexRay and CAN in a system, i.e.,
messages are transferred independently to the own bus.

In FlexRay, TDMA round is calculated by the following
equation [19].
T DMAround =
StaticSlotLength ∗ Numberof StaticSlots

Worst-case End-to-End Response Time

+DynamicSlotLength ∗ N umberof DynamicSlots
+SymbolW indow + NI T (4) In this paper, we expect the worst case end-to-end response
time on the mixed environment with ETC and TTC. The
In this paper, we ignore Dynamic Slots, Symbol window worst case end-to-end event-triggered response time R L
i
and NIT.
can be expected by using above equations. We assume tasks
with shorter period have higher priority than tasks with
longer period. In addition, former tasks have higher priorWCET for Mixed Environment
ity than later tasks according to task execution sequence. In
time-triggered system, a former executing task is located
The mixed environment represents that both of event- in former slot than a later executing tasks. For examtriggered tasks and time-triggered are executed in a operat- ple, ECU 1 have two tasks and task t2 follows t1 . In
ing system as depicted in Figure 4. In this case, the WCET this case, t1 has higher priority than t2 . In ECU1 the
of time-triggered tasks is still T DMAround because time- response time for object o2 is just r2T . That is why r2T
triggered tasks are executed as it seems higher priority tasks contains t1 execution time as explained in Eq. 1. In CAN
than event-triggered tasks. Thus time-triggered tasks are bus, a message transmission time is determined by Eq.
not preemptive and provide static execution time. However, 2. In ECU2 two tasks are executed in the predefined
event-triggered tasks may have additional waiting time for time slot. The worst case response time is occurred when
time-triggered tasks schedule. Thus we are interested in object o2 are transferred to ECU2 when former executevent-triggered tasks under the mixed environment.
ing task t1 time slot has passed just now. The worst
In OSEKtime, TT scheduler owns the control of the pro- case response time is T DMAround + (t2 slotnumber) ∗
cessor and triggers TT tasks by timer interrupts, until there (slotlength). Thus the worst end-to-end response time is
is no TT task to be activated. In this case, firstly, all out- follow as T DMAround + (t2 slotnumber) ∗ (slotlength)
standing interrupt service routines (e.g. trigger events for from ECU1 t1 to ECU2 t2 as depicted Figure 3. This
ET tasks) are handled, and secondly, the ET scheduler is equations can be wrote in general form as follows:
invoked for dispatching suspended or ready ET tasks. In
For ET system,
order to analyze the timing behavior of tasks in such a
RlT = max(rkT ) k : ok ∈ L
(7)
mixed OS, we can adapt the execution time analysis presented in the last section. We can treat the influence of For TT system,
the TT parts of the task system as blocking preemption
RlT = T DMAround
according to the critical instant theorem [20]:
+ max(slotnumber(tk )) ∗ (slotlength) (8)
  rT 
i
l : ok ∈ L
(5)
cj + Ii (riT ) ∀ti ∈ T
riT = ci +
t
j
j ∈hp(i)
For mixed system,
Hence, we treat each slot of the TT part as a task with
RlEE = RlT (ET ) + dl + RlT (T T )
(9)
period and a higher priority than each ET task. Multiple
invocations of TT tasks with higher frequency are consid- where dl is a message transmission delay time through
ered within the different slots of the TDMA round. Using communication bus.
4
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CASE STUDY: AUTOMOTIVE CENTRAL
GATEWAY
Gateway systems [21] are becoming more important
because they enable seamless communication between heterogenous networks, as depicted in Figure 1. The gateway
is an interchange that communicates with other networks
by exchanging relative views between different interacting clusters. The role of a gateway is not complex, but the
gateway may have the infectious potential to damage the
operation of other connected ECUs and networks. In case
of universal gateway systems, the delaying and damaging
operation is less critical than automotive control systems.
Thus, the some of automotive control systems including
gateways are regarded as a hard real-time system [3], which
have critical timing constraint conditions in order to meet
real-time requirements. These control systems must operate correctly at all times because a failed process can result
in catastrophic situations [22], [23].

(a) Layout

Automotive Gateway System

In this paper, we are interested in the gateway between
FlexRay and CAN clusters as depicted Figure 1. The
developed automotive gateway-embedded system supports
FlexRay, CAN protocols. Figure 5 shows (a) layout, and (b)
specification of the developed gateway-embedded system.

(b) Specification

The software architecture of the gateway-embedded system was based on the OSEK/VDX platform as depicted in
Figure 6. The device driver includes communication and
general input/output (I/O) drivers. The low-level device
driver isolates the hardware specific functionality into a
set of predefined driver commands by using a hardware
abstraction layer. The communication driver includes the
control interface of communication such as LIN, CAN,
and FlexRay. I/O drivers provide control services for general purpose I/O such as PWM, ADC, DAC, and so on. An
OSEK layer provides interrupt processing, task management, inter task communication, time service, OSEK COM,
and OSEK NM based on OSEKtime OS (OSEKturbo).
We implemented OSEK COM and NM mechanisms, each
of which is comprised of OSEK COM v3.0.3 and OSEK
NM v2.5.3. Protocol data unit(PDU) router controls frames
according protocol specific requirements. In particular, we
modified the scheduler in order to execute TT tasks according to FlexRay time-triggered scheme. Therefore ET/TT

FIGURE
5. The
Developed
way-Embedded Systems

Automotive

Gate-

tasks and messages can be executed in the developed platform. The library layer served as an interface between the
application and OSEK layers. Practical reliable gateway
mechanisms and translation programs were implemented
in the application layer. When a message is received by
gateway, the message passes to application via PDU router,
OSEK COM, OSEK NM, Library, and log recorder.
The gateway-embedded system function primarily provides the routing and forwarding messages by translating
different messages between LIN, CAN, and FlexRay.
Translation is done through message reformatting; i.e., the
received message is converted from source protocol format to destination protocol. The gateway-embedded system
includes message receiving (transmitting) interrupt service
routines (ISRs) for each protocol and message-processing
5
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proposed gateway-embedded system activates the processing tasks when it receives/transmits messages from/to other
nodes. Therefore, the proposed gateway-embedded system
handles received messages based on priority. The messageprocessing tasks should know the destination protocol and
node ID. In our current version, we use routing look-up
table mechanisms for determining the destination protocol
and node ID. The routing look-up table can be modified in
runtime so it is flexible and efficient. The routing look-up
table contains a source interface, source node ID, destination interface, and node ID as shown in Table 1 and Figure
searching. The lengths of the source ID and destination
ID fields conform to the maximum length of the protocol
used by the gateway system. In addition, the routing table
mechanism requires a search algorithm to find the destination protocol and node over the received message. The
search algorithm determines a part of the processing time
of the gateway-embedded system. In this paper, we use an
index-based search algorithm which explores the look-up
table from top to bottom.

FIGURE 6. The Software Architecture for Developed Automotive Gateway-Embedded System

The overall translation process is executed as the
flowchart depicted in Figure 8. First, a system checks
whether a message has arrived or not. If there is a received
message, the system extracts the ID, data length, and payload data from the arrived message frame. To extract a
predefined message frame structure or the array buffers,
LIN, CAN, and FlexRay are used. The system checks the
ID and decides how to process the frame-based routing
table, and then determines signal positions and sizes. Next,
the ID field is changed according to destination protocol. If
the data length of the arrived message is larger than the data
length of the aiming protocol, the system splits the payload
data into segment of data length of aiming protocol each.
Then, the system copies the ID, data length, and payload
data to the message buffer of the aiming protocol. Based
on the copied data, the head and trailer of the aiming message frame are constructed. The converted message frame is
transmitted to the bus of the destination network. The transmission must be independent of the reception process, and
the gateway maintains a transmission queue for each node
to resolve simultaneous transmissions of more than one
frame. In addition, the gateway keeps an up-to-date copy
of all transmitted frames. A significant amount of local
static-RAM (SRAM) is necessary because of the bandwidth difference. Finally, the system reports the results of
the message conversion to the logging recorder optionally.

Table 1. An Example of Routing Look-Up Table.
Source
Interface
LIN
LS CAN
HS CAN
FlexRay

Source Node
ID
0x3a
0x3b
0x3c
0x3d

Destination
Interface
LS CAN
LIN
FlexRay
HS CAN

Destinaion
Node ID
0x3e
0x3f
0x40
0x4a

FIGURE 7. Index-bassed Search and Translating Messages

tasks for each message. The gateway sets the messageprocessing tasks to a full-preempted task with priority. The
6
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FIGURE 9. End-to-End Response Time with Gateway

the proposed analysis can be applied to the AUTOSAR
platform. In the mixed environment, task and message
execution times were already explained in section 2.5.
Equation 9 does not include the gateway holding time. Thus
we can expect two internal links for gatewaying a meesage
from one node to another in order to analyze end-to-end
response time.
1. A source node gets a object value.
2. The source node transmits the object to a gateway.
3. The gateway unpack the received object and pack the
object in the form of the destination protocol (t1 ).
4. The gateway transmit the repacked object to a sink
node (t2 ).
5. The sink node receives the object and apply it to the
real target.

FIGURE 8. Flow Chart of Gateway Function
Response Time Analysis with Gateway

For example, a acceleration angle value is transferred
from a sensor node to a throttle control node. The sensor
node is a member of a cluster on the CAN bus and the
throttle control node is on the FlexRay bus.

Now we model the response time considering the gateway timing properties. Typically gateway includes more
than one communication controllers as if two nodes exist
in a board in the view of network as depicted in Figure 5
Thus we divide a gateway in two nodes: event-triggered
(within CAN cluster) node and time-triggered (within
FlexRay cluster). To analyze end-to-end response time with
a gateway, we extend previous theorems in section 2. Gateway can be implemented based OSEK OS, OSEKtime, or
AUTOSAR OS. In this paper, the modified OSEK/VDX
platform is used because we are interested in mixed environment. because AUTOSAR OS is similar to OSEKtime,

RlEE = RlT (ET ) + dl (CAN ) + dG
+ dl (F lexRay) + RlT (T T )

(10)

dG can be calculated by using equation 5 since gateway
is one of the mixed system. Figure 9 shows an end-to-end
response timing diagram including gateway processing.
7
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Table 2. Tasks properties for the gateway (ms)
Task Name

Type

Priority

TT1
TT2
TT3
TT4
ET1
ET2
ET3
ET4
ET5
ET6

TT
TT
TT
TT
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET

1(Highest)
2
3
4(lowest)
5(highest)
6
7
8
9
10(lowest)

Period
(Deadline)
50
50
50
50
100
100
100
100
100
100

Instant point
5
5
5
5
5
5
10
10
15
15

X
X
X
X
5
10
20
30
45
60

X
X
X
X
5
10
15
20
30
40

X
X
X
X
10
20
35
50
75
100

Schedulable
Schedulable
Schedulable
Schedulable
Schedulable
Schedulable
Schedulable
Schedulable
Schedulable
Schedulable

some application to the BCU (brake control unit) and TCU
(transmission control unit). we compare with the result of
this paper and practical electro-mechanical systems. Therefore, we will improve the predictability of hard real-time
systems in automotive system.

Schedulability

In this section, we provide an example. Table I shows the
properties of the example tasks. In this case, we assume
that
–
–
–
–

X
X
X
X
0, 5 or 8
0, 5 or 8
0, 5 or 8
0, 5 or 8
0, 5 or 8
0, 5 or 8

Schedulability

Number of time slots: 10
Length of time slots: 5ms
Number of event triggered tasks: 6
Number of time triggered tasks: 4
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